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ACO Payment Methods: The Middle Path Is Best 
 

Law360, New York (December 20, 2010) -- Barrels of ink have been spilled over the issue of whether allowing accountable 
care organizations to take downside risk represents an opportunity or not. While many organizations would like to limit 
their exposure to upside risk or profit potential, the reality is that for ACOs to succeed, participating providers in their 
networks will need to share in the downside risk or loss potential. 
 
Success in this arena requires the ability to manage the continuum of care outside the hospital’s grounds. That, in turn, 
requires a robust utilization and case management program, credible selection criteria for providers and ancillary services, a 
commitment to quality assurance and improvement, and a health IT infrastructure. 
 
Many of these activities can be classified as quality management, not administrative overhead. However, as many hospital-
based ACO networks will be unfamiliar with managing the continuum of care, they will be unable to capitalize on 
opportunities. If the organization isn't adequately prepared to take material downside risk out of the box, the initial 
pathway will be participation in upside risk options. Therefore, we would hope that the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services will provide sufficient variants for that pathway to make it an attractive and financially viable option. 
 
One option that warrants further study is offering ACOs an advance-funding opportunity for their population stratification 
and care-management activities. This might take the form of unsecured borrowing against otherwise distributable savings. 
Advanced funding against these anticipated savings would materially enhance the likelihood that substantial savings would 
be achieved if, for example, the money was used by the ACO to implement case managers and deploy care management 
software in outpatient settings. 
 
Doing so could enable the ACO to incorporate the goals of the "patient centered medical home" and to fulfill the mantra of 
managed care — “the right care for the right patient in the right setting at the right time, by the right provider at the right 
price.” 
 
In an environment where hospitals and physicians might have developed a decades-long mindset of “some is good, more is 
better,'' a prudent use of the proceeds of the loan would be for quality and care management uses. We caution that failing 
to make loans or comparable funding available to invest in the infrastructure necessary to manage care and risk will 
significantly reduce the likelihood of success of an ACO — whether it intends to pursue formation of an employed or 
network delivery system. 
 
Our experience is that case-manager nurses with expertise in proactively managing patients across the continuum of care 
have a track record of success. Effective tools are available for predictive modeling to identify patients at high risk for 
consuming health care resources in the coming months, and for tracking the chronic and readmission conditions of the 
relevant population. These software and database tools, however, are relatively useless unless integrated with care-
management activities. 
 
Unless the CMS were to consider the novel idea of sharing risk and advancing ACOs some percentage of these costs, the 
ACO applicants will have to tap their own reserves or commercial lines of credit to develop the necessary infrastructure. 
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In the case of ACOs based upon hospital systems, there might be available reserves. However, hospitals are already 
stretched with the demands of electronic health records (EHR) and electronic order entry implementation, responding to 
“meaningful use” incentives or penalties, and the costs of integrating the many physician groups that are seeking alignment 
or employment. In the case of a physician network seeking to become an ACO, their personal reserves may be insufficient 
and borrowing opportunities more limited unless they partner with an outside entity to provide services that limit their 
upside but not their downside risk. 
Of course, all providers are facing potential reduction and redistribution in Medicare and commercial insurer payments in 
the coming years. More significantly, specialist and hospital participants in an ACO will experience reduced cash flow from 
any shared savings program that measures success through reducing volumes. 
 
Moreover, our experience over several decades in forming and aligning provider networks causes us not to underestimate 
the challenges of developing an equitable capital structure. In a physician-only ACO network, will it make sense for all 
participating physicians to capitalize the venture equally, particularly when patient utilization patterns are not fixed? If 
specialists bear a larger capital or loan burden, will there be kickback concerns? Might the same issue not apply in a mixed 
provider network context if the hospital bears most of the financing load? 
 
Of course, while there may be private venture capital available to develop the infrastructure, the repayment hurdles could 
hinder the incentives for network formation and program participation. Some cynics might say this sounds too similar to 
the “leveraged” path taken during the days of physician practice management company (PPMC) capitation "plays." They 
might note that the landscape is littered with the remnants of organizations whose business models were based solely on 
slicing off a portion of physician payment for "administrative services" and investor returns, but failed to deliver on the 
promise of better care management. 
 
Considering all of these factors, a loan facility from the CMS supporting care- and quality-management expenses for 
provider-driven ACOs looks quite reasonable. It would be a logical extension of the care-management payments 
undertaken in the patient-centered medical home models to an organizational setting deployed to develop and implement 
processes that improve outcomes and reduce costs. 
 
It suggests a middle path between immature organizations bearing downside risk so as to garner interim cash flow, and 
provider funding of all care management activities in advance of any distributions. With so much at stake in health reform 
around marshalling the best efforts of providers to “bend the cost curve,” it behooves the CMS to be innovative in this 
aspect of program financing. 
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